TC Domino High Power - Procedure of configuration
to use when [ E4 ] is indicated
I Caution → before starting, all pots have to be removed from the cooktop.
II Disconnect the cooktop from the main supply → remove fuse or disconnect circuit breaker.
III Connect the cooktop on the main supply → replace the fuse or connect the circuit breaker.
IV Procedure:

Provide yourself with a ferromagnetic bottom container > 16 cm.
* start within 2 minutes
after connection on the main supply

V

* don't press [ O/I ] key

At first, cancel the existing configuration
How to cancel the existing configuration ?

1) Press on the lock key and keep your finger on it.

a
start

b

c

2) With a finger of the other hand press successively
and quickly (within 2s ) the keys from the left to the right (a -> b -> c).
A “bip-bip” indicates an handling error → in this case, you have to start the operation from point n°1 again.
3) The left display shows alternatively a [ C ] and a [ 0 ]

4) Press the key lock until both displays indicate either [ C ] or [ - ]
5) Take your fingers away from the keys and press again one of the [ - ] keys
during a few seconds until some [ E ] appear.
6) You will hear a "Beep" and the [ E ] will blink.
7) The [ E ] are automatically transformed into [ C ] → The configuration has been canceled.
VI

How to configurate the hob again ?

Start for example with the rear heating zone
1)
2)
3)
4)

Use a ferromagnetic pot with diameter size > 16cm.
Select the heating zone by pressing on the corresponding [ + ] key.
Put the pot on the heating zone to be configurated.
Wait until [ C ] is transformed in [ - ] = the zone is configurated.

5) Proceed all the same for each zone
indicating [ C ] on the display.
6) The cooking zones are configurated when all of them have been detected
and when nothing else is displayed.
Use only one pot to configure the hob.
Never put several pots on the heating zones during the configuration.
In order to configurate again an already configurated zone, you have to cancel this configuration.
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